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EarthSolver
Accurate 3D Coordinates Extraction
from Multiple Sources

The EarthSolver enables an operational end user to extract accurate 3D coordinates from multiple sources
(aerial and satellite imagery) within minutes.
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Accurate 3D coordinates
Uses multiple sources
Coordinate extraction by operational end users within minutes
Desktop or field applications
No special qualifications or training needed

Accurate 3D Coordinates
+ Achieved by 3-dimensional photogrammetric

triangulation of a target from different angles using
multiple images from various sensors covering a region.
+ Coordinates include specific 3D accuracy estimation.
+ Accurate measurements between targets: distance,
height difference, azimuth.
+ No DTM/DSM needed.

Multiple Sources
+ Satellite imagery: IKONOS, EROS, WorldView, GeoEye.
+ Aerial imagery: high-oblique, RMK, A3.
+ No stereoscopic pairs needed.
+ No imagery angle limitations.
+ Multiple images are pre-processed into a

photogrammetric block to become a "regional”
infrastructure.

+ New imagery can be rapidly added to the block on

receipt to enable coordinate extraction from up to date
material.

Coordinate Extraction by Operational End User
within Minutes
+ Geo registration algorithms - enable accurate extraction

of 3D locations for natural or man-made objects viewed
on the source material.
+ Intuitive GUI.

Desktop or Field Applications
+ Supported in mobile computers for operational

targeting, positioning etc.
+ Service Oriented Architecture - enables deployment and
integration with existing sites and systems.

www.tsgitsystems.com
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EarthSolver

Block Calculation Engine
+ Automatic tie point correlation

between different images
+ Cutting edge photogrammetric
module for the multi-sensor
calculations
- Performance
- Robustness
+ Sensor models support: IKONOS,
High-oblique, RMK, EROS,
WorldView, GeoEye
+ No third party technology
dependency

Coordinate Extraction Server
+ Selects the images that cover

+

+
+
+

the region of interest from the
archive
Precise coordinate extraction by
intersection of 3D rays from the
different images
Multi sensor, multi block
support
Calculation of accuracy in each
coordinate extraction
Supports standard image
formats (Tiff, JPEG, etc.), no
need for image duplication

User Interface Applications
+ Front-end application for the

Coordinates Extraction Server

+ User Interface can be tailored to

specific organizational
requirements
+ Existing intuitive web-based
application for immediate
accurate coordinate extraction

User Interface Architecture
Web Users

Win Client Users

Client Application

IIS (web servers)
Coordinate Extraction Server
Update Image & Solutions

TSG is a global provider of C4ISTAR solutions, With over four decades of experience. TSG specializes and has a proven
track record in designing, developing, supplying and integrating advanced, comprehensive and highly innovative
solutions and systems for the defense and homeland security sectors. Dedicated to delivering cutting-edge, best-ofclass solutions, TSG serves a diverse client base of governmental organizations worldwide.
For more information about TSG, visit http://www.tsgitsystems.com.
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